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"For over 10 years, we have worked with the top sports scientists to make games more lifelike, but we wanted to step it up a notch by capturing real-world movements in high-accuracy motion capture suits and filming at 1080p resolution, so we could capture every detail of a football player’s
every movement. “By using these elements in our game, we want to make FIFA more immersive than ever before,” said Alex Short, Chief Competitive Officer, EA SPORTS. “Using real-world player movements rather than working with a pre-set player model will enable us to capture more natural,
dynamic movement from players and make them appear even more realistic to fans.” New Kinetic Skills New features have also been added to FIFA 22 to make the game even more realistic, including thousands of new animations. Below are some of the new additions to the game. * Goalkeeper
slide tackles are now far more fluid and realistic to capture the moments a goalkeeper expertly avoids an oncoming shot from the open goal. * IKON Academy expansion. The IKON Academy expansion significantly enhances the player experience and interaction on the pitch. The IKON Academy

allows users to train for life as a professional player with new kits, training ground and a fully-equipped team facility. * Over 100 new player models, including many real-world player movements. * Over 50 new player animations and new animations on new areas of the pitch, as well as new
matchday activities. * New animations and matchday activities have been added to the goalkeepers and pitch occupations in all FIFA Ultimate Team modes, as well as to the new international stadiums in the International Ultimate Team mode. * New AI soccer play: The AI now select the right set
of plays and counter-tackles at the right times. Players make better decisions and goalkeepers make better decisions when making key saves. * Re-balanced behaviour of all Brazilian national teams at World Cup: Brazil’s playstyle is more aggressive and territorial now, with the average Brazilian
team completing more attacking passes and making more crosses. * Revamped dead ball gameplay: If the ball comes to a dead ball situation, players are more confident in using their patented skill moves. There’s also improved animation to simulate the frenetic nature of dead ball situations as

players are more likely to slip

Fifa 22 Features Key:

Create your own unique player within Ultimate Team. Use the power of real-life motion-capture data to make players change how they move on the pitch.
Hunt down the latest equipment using the all-new Transaction Market. Find the next upgrade for your strongest attributes, or repurpose cool new boots and shirts as an entirely new outfit – even trade them in for your graded gear to stack up on your fees and make some money
Take your tactics to the next level with enhanced Player Intelligence in the Carousel. Show off your dedicated tactics to unlock rewards; watch what other players do to learn what they'll do, then plan your next move around the opposition
Choose from a renewed range of Manager types in Managerial Challenges, with an emphasis on the tactical variation to quickly adjust to your opponent. Recreate more-intimate matches to lead your side to victory
The most authentic FIFA ball-to-ball physics and ball-tricks in franchise history. Create new moves and use old tactics on your favourite teams, with more goals on the ball, passes that go further and accelerations and styles that work
THOUSANDS of officially licensed teams. 20 sponsors. Even more licenses in development – expect to see many more in 2018.
Earn your stripes and become a Pro. Scout your opponents and find talents hidden in plain sight on the Transfer Market to rise the ranks within your club and climb up the Pro ladder
Featuring hyper drive eXtreme and physically based animations, guarantee to immerse your player more. Pause the game at just the right moment to create a clean, dynamic and explosive move. Lean and kick, hurdle and slide – to get where you want to be on and off the pitch. Dive, roll,
and slide off-ball to steal the ball. Master your surroundings to turn the ball into a weapon; tackle and steal like never before. Incomparable animations give even the most committed real-life footballer a new level of freedom
The first major motion capture technology integration with FIFA. Enjoy the new technology-powered gameplay speed, controlled by the ball in-motion, and the ability for the AI to change play at any time, even when the player is carrying the ball, to see the competition preparing to
counter
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Play like a pro with a multitude of authentic athletic movements. Breathe life into all 29 teams with detailed kits and new teams. Become the best player on the pitch in thousands of ways. Read what the critics have to say about FIFA 22, the definitive soccer simulation game on PC,
Nintendo Switch™ and PlayStation 4. Play FIFA like a Pro EA SPORTS FIFA 22 delivers the truest-to-life, football gameplay available, bringing the game closer to the sport than ever before. Get a full-body understanding of the game with 150+ authentic, on-field athlete movements.
Heighten your senses with lifelike ball physics, player collision, goal celebrations and goal replays. Enjoy complete control of all 27 players on your team including speed, acceleration, stamina, and more. Experience the feeling of having your players outnumber the opposition and
dominate the area, all thanks to new tactical AI that makes the most of every minute of gameplay. It’s the most powerful football game on the planet. Play Like a Pro with Real Player Rewards Get rewarded for playing through FIFA 22 as you unlock real-world prizes for gameplay and
avatars. Collect new player cards and play through career stages, compete in tournaments, and play using FIFA Ultimate Team and FIFA Coin to earn packs, players and boosts to enhance your FIFA 22 experience even further. Do it All in New Leagues Jump into multiple leagues with
authentic leagues from around the globe to compete in the biggest leagues in the most prestigious tournaments. As seen on the Premier League, the Mexican Liga MX, the England Premier League, the Scottish Premiership, and the DFB Pokal, FIFA 22 features 16 leagues across three
distinct regions. Play in more than 15 different stadiums and compete in the biggest, most exciting leagues in the world. Play Online against Friends and Rivals Play as your favorite teams in friendly matches, challenge your friends in real leagues, and be a part of the biggest international
tournaments—all while playing like a pro. FIFA Live features new friendlies, leagues, and tournaments. Choose Your Team and Style From American, English, French, and Mexican leagues to South American cup competitions, there are more than 30 teams to choose from in FIFA 22. Play
your favorite teams with real players in jerseys and training kits. Dive into the complete kit customization system and set your team apart from the competition. Play in How You Want bc9d6d6daa
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Collect your favorite players in FUT and take on friends in the ultimate goal of becoming the best team in the world. Transfer your stars from EA SPORTS™ FIFA, become the next Ronaldo, and lead your club to new heights with improved gameplay and match-day presentation in all four
FIFA continents. Be A Pro – As a pro you will become the best on the pitch. You’ll be challenged by intense opposition and be tested to your limits as you rise through the ranks. We’ll work with top national teams and clubs to develop you as a player, giving you the tools you need to excel
in the game. We will deliver a new set of challenges that will push you past your limits in story mode. But you’ll be making history in FIFA 22 too, with new way to play in FIFA GOAT including 25 global stadiums, using your clubs and global talent to become the greatest footballer ever in
history. EA SPORTS’ FIFA MatchDay Experience – An all-new way to play FIFA – FUT, Be A Pro and Ultimate Team all come together in FIFA MatchDay mode. In FIFA MatchDay, you’ll be able to put your skills as a player to the test as you compete for your team against real-world opponents.
Join your teammates in FIFA Simulation Training to prove your worth as a player in the new Touch Screen Training Mode. And when you’re not training, prepare your squad for your next game in Career Mode. MATCHMAKING – Use a dynamic matchmaking system that puts the best talent
against the best talent. FIFA 22 will offer a true grassroots experience, allowing you to create your own team from the mini to pro divisions or play as a guest in a story mode game. There will also be an expansive set of tournaments for you to compete in. STADIUM DESIGN – We are
bringing the stadiums of the world to FIFA. Five stadiums will be available from the start, with over 60 more announced before release. Improved match-day commentary and player experience will take you inside the stadiums to immerse you in the game. The new FUT Match Day
experience takes stadium design and performance to new heights. With a full lineup of iconic venues (including the FIFA 22 content) including Milan’s San Siro Stadium, Wembley, and the new San Siro Stadium in Manchester, with more to be announced. TRANSFER MARKET – We’

What's new in Fifa 22:

Introducing "HyperMotion Technology” – the most authentic and fluid gameplay experience ever in FIFA™, with over 1000 new gameplay moments. Take control over individual
passes and dribbles, including advanced player interception or anticipatory technique. Super Control makes tackling easier, easier keeper controls give greater consistency, and
new shooting mechanics enhance your creative freedom. The improved AI behaviour puts the game on a whole new level and makes every player more versatile and intelligent.
FIFA 22 introduces “HyperMotion Technology,” which uses motion capture data collected from real-life players playing a complete, high-intensity football match in motion
capture suits. The data collected from player movements, tackles, aerial duels and on-ball actions is used to power FIFA 22 gameplay. Every face-off, pass, cross and goal carry
unique interpretations. Grow and be inspired by player movements and allow your creativity to inspire new Special Moves, Super Combinations and different tricks of the trade.
New “My Card” experience – your FUT favorite content and cards will now display your worldwide profile and cards, which will be imported to all playing profiles as soon as you
log into FIFA 22. Added a new My Card page in the Club section providing you with your favorite players, their different stats and cards.
The updated User Interface (UI) can be toggled on and off.
Check out other small additions and changes on the site and don’t forget to follow us on and 
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FIFA is not an ordinary football experience, it’s the world’s most popular sport played by fans all over the world. Play the best football games! FIFA, EA SPORTS, FIFA World Cup,
FIFA, EA SPORTS FIFA, FIFA World Cup 2018, EA SPORTS FIFA World Cup, FIFA, FIFA 18, FIFA World Cup, FIFA 18, EA SPORTS FIFA World Cup, FIFA World Cup 2018, FIFA Ultimate
Team, EA SPORTS FIFA World Cup, FIFA, FIFA 17, FIFA World Cup, EA SPORTS FIFA World Cup, FIFA World Cup, FIFA 18, FIFA Ultimate Team, FIFA, FIFA 17, FIFA World Cup, FIFA
18 are trademarks of the Electronic Arts Inc. registered in the U.S. and/or other countries. All images are copyrighted by their respective owners and used under license. No
challenge is intended, nor is claim is made regarding copyrights. FIFA is a registered trademark of the Electronic Arts Inc. Download more than 55 million players and grow your
FIFA Ultimate Team™. Compete in official tournaments, play against friends, and compete online on Xbox One and Origin™ for PC. FIFA Ultimate Team™ mode on the Xbox One
and Origin™ allows for an all-new way to grow your in-game collection of players, showcase your skills and enjoy epic action-packed football matches. Discover your favorite
teams and players. Discover the hottest new official shirts and wear them on the pitch. There are more than 70 new official kits and merchandise to collect in the latest FIFA
game. Master new skills, improve tactics and earn more power-ups to dominate the pitch. FIFA Ultimate Team features a new Player Progression system that allows you to level
up as you play. Tired of waiting for items to drop to boost up your stats? Speed up your development through many skills boosts. Find out which players other players want. One
of the largest updates in FIFA ever, this feature allows you to directly view, collect, and trade players in your Ultimate Team. Improve your skills on the pitch and with training.
Improve your passing, shooting, goal-scoring and last-ditch defending with training drills. Play new seasons of FIFA in Franchise and Career modes. Franchise mode lets you take
control of your favorite squad and compete in new tournaments. Progress your career from the youth academy to
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System Requirements:

Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10 Microsoft Visual Studio 2017 NVIDIA® CUDA Toolkit for Windows NVIDIA GeForce GTX 700 series and above, Quadro 600 and above NVIDIA
Quadro FX 1600 or higher or AMD R9-M290 or higher Intel® Xeon® or AMD Opteron Processor Intel® Xeon® Processor E5 v3 series and above 2 GB RAM OS: Windows 7, Windows
8, Windows 10 Processor: Intel® Xeon® or AMD Opter
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